
 

 

York Suburban Lacrosse Club 
General Board Meeting 
December 2012 
 
Call to Order/Attendance: 7:41 PM 

a. General Manager: Byron LeCates 
b. President: Candice Sipes  
c. Vice President: Bryan Reed 
d. Secretary: Andrea Cellasio 
e. YCLA Disciplinary Rep: Pat Kehoe 
f. U11 Coach: Phil Avillo 
g. Marketing and Development: Luc St.Onge  
h. Nina Cassino 
i. Pam Kutcher 

 
Byron asked if Bob could update the flyer noting that flyer needs to be sent out soon. Bob 
confirmed via text that he will update the flyer to add Byron and Candice’s phone numbers. Bob 
will update the flyer and email everyone this evening. Bob and Byron will print out some copies.  
 
Introduction of Phil Avillo: Byron introduced Phil. Outlined Phil’s experience on the field which 
included playing for Hofstra. Byron noted that he has extensive coaching experience including 
both the University of Arizona and York College. Byron noted that Phil took York College from a 
club program to varsity where he remained as head coach. In addition, Phil has coached 
soccer, baseball and basketball. He has 3 children who went through York Suburban school 
systems. Byron expressed that the club is blessed to have his interest including that we could 
not ask for a better role model for the children. Byron introduced Phil to the board members 
individually and explained the rest of the coaching staff to Phil.  
 
Byron asked Phil to speak about interest. Phil noted that he felt that growth of the league was 
important and that he would like to parallel his work with YSLC with his York college experience. 
Phil explained that he was still working last year and unable to help as much but he was anxious 
to become involved. Phil noted that when he heard that Frank was leaving; he thought it was a 
good time to step forward. Phil outlined his coaching philosophy which included that he is a firm 
believer in youth athletics as development noting that in order for kids to grow in the sport he felt 
that it was important for them not to pigeon holed. He would like to see as much position 
diversity as possible. Phil noted that he read through the YCLA statement on playing time and 
was impressed by the minimum play concept. Further noting that he used it for the college club; 
everyone played every game. He further explained that he feels that you have got to get 
everyone involved even when you have 25-30 players. Phil explained that in order to keep a 
team together, maintain enthusiasm, motivation to work hard you need to give them the 
opportunity by giving them playing time. He reported that he initiated minimum playing rule at 
American legion baseball. They kept the minimum playing rule in place for 2 years. He noted 
that his teams very competitive. Phil noted that he was excited about getting back into coaching. 
He noted that he hopes that he can help the program. Candice noted that Dwight will serve as 
U11 assistant. Byron will serve as assistant as well. Byron noted that at U11 plays 10 on 10 and 
that we should have approx. 16 registering. Board members thanked Phil for his service. Phil 
left the meeting. 
 
Club Social: Pam reported that she has contacted Infinitos and spoke to the manager about 
hosting a social. She reported that they do a fundraising night; YSLC would earn $1.00 per 



 

 

person if we have over 50 pp attend. Pam handed out a flyer sample; The date for the social will 
be Jan 27th, will  start at 4. Pam noted that they have a screen so if we bring a projector we can 
have a slide show. Pam suggested that we promote the equipment swap. Candice noted that 
she did get boxes for the equipment swap. Pam reported that those attending will need to to 
hand in a flyer at the cashier in order for the club to get credit. Pam noted that she will copy the 
flyer. Pat Kehoe noted that he liked the flyer layout. Members noted that we would need to add 
U13 pictures to the slide show. Byron noted that we should bill it as meet the team night instead 
of fundraiser. Byron noted that Anthony plans to have practices at Wisehaven on Sunday but we 
will work around it. Pam noted that she will correct the flyer to read meet the team, contact 
infinitos, and send the updated flyer to Andrea for web posting. Andrea noted that we can email 
it. We will have a full week of Wisehaven before the meet the teams night so that we should be 
sure to have flyers available at indoor practices. Andrea will send a club wide email with all the 
details. Pam noted that we could have raffles. Nina noted that she can get a gift card for John 
Wright for raffles. Pam asked if she should add raffles and door prizes to the flyer. Members 
discussed and agreed. Andrea noted that we still have 3 gift cards for lax world that could be 
used to purchase door prizes.  
 
Candice nominated Pam for Board Member At Large; Second Byran reed; All in favor; none 
opposed Motion carries 
Candice nominated Nina Cassino as U9 parent team rep; Andrea 2nd; All in favor, none 
opposed. Motion passed 
Candice nominated Kim LeCates ; as Social committee chair  and U15 team rep; Andrea 2nd; all 
in favor; none opposed, Motion carries 
 
Candice updated the board on the status of the Thomas family complaint. Candice reported that 
they received the letter same day as board meeting and received the card Monday. Candice 
reported that Julie thought it was nice noting to Candice that they as parents read it to him and it 
went well. Bob noted via text that he will send Andrea a copy of the signed letter for club 
records. Candice did make a copy of the card for club records. Bryan will bring the second copy 
of the card to the next meeting. Candice reported that she went to Indian Rock to have the 
players sign and Mr. Gulley helped by bringing all the kids down to have them signed. Candice 
described the card noting that she pulled pictures and designed it via snapfish. Candice 
reported that Mike did receive the letter. Mike Thomas noted to Candice that he will not accept 
the free registration. Candice confirmed with the Thomas family that Sammy is planning to play. 
Mike noted to Candice that he had to adlib to explain it to Sam. 

 
Pam reported that she met some kids at the Indian Rock pancake breakfast and that she did let 
parents know that loaner equipment would be available. Pam noted that some families asked 
about the date of registration. She explained that some families felt it was difficult to register that 
close to Christmas. Pam recommended that we extend the closing of registration until after the 
New Year. Pam noted that she has 2 prospects for new players.  
 
Candice spoke to members regarding players that are new to the club. She expressed that she 
did not want anyone not to play for financial reasons. Members discussed the current 
scholarship program and that Candice may try to get people to “work it off” in order to get more 
people involved. Candice asked if everyone was in agreement & members agreed. Pat Kehoe 
noted that it was a good idea to evaluate on a case by case basis. 
 
Review of previous minutes: Candice noted Andrea did a good job noted that only the facts 
were presented and was not skewed. Byron motion to accept, 2nd Candice; no discussion, all in 
favor. Minutes accepted. 



 

 

 
Treasurer report was submitted by Bob. 
 

b. General Manager’s Report: Byron LeCates 
 
Byron noted that Anthony’s background check came back red light due to an issue with 

his driver license. (Illegible copy of the driver license.). Byron reported that he asked Anthony to 
correct the issue. Byron noted that Brett asked to serve as an assistant coach this season. Brett 
will be assisting Anthony on U15. Byron noted that this experience will help develop Brett a bit 
more noting that Anthony and Brett work well together. 

 
j. Fall/winter updates 

i. Wisehaven : Byron reported that we have some time reserved; Bryon 
reported that he spoke to coaches on days and times; He reported 
tentative schedule as follows: Girls Monday nights from 8 – 9 PM noting 
that Laura thinks it is fine. Thursdays: we have tentatively reserved one 
court from 6-9 PM; the tentative plan is U9: 6-7 PM, U11 7-8 PM & U13; 
8-9 PM. Byron noted that Anthony wants to go twice per week so we will 
add Sundays evenings as well as Thursday 8-9 PM. Byron reported that it 
will be an extra $38 for the extra U15 practice but if coach is willing to do 
it then the club should support it; further noting that it is not a bad idea 
since there are so many brand new players on the U-15 team. Andrea 
asked about fee refund if we cancel within 24 hours ;Candice asked if we 
will pay in advance; if we cancel is it a credit; or do we get money back? 
Byron will check into it. Byron noted that we plan to start week of Jan 13 
and run 7 weeks which will put us at outdoor around March 3rd. Luc asked 
which courts we would have. Byron noted that he did not ask for a 
specific court. Luc comment that it may be a good idea to request the first 
court since the extra space is nice for parents. Bryon noted that he still 
needs to speak to Misercordia. Andrea asked if she should post the 
indoor schedule yet. Byron asked Andrea to wait until Anthony pings the 
parents about the U15 times. Byron noted that we will cancel U15 
practice for the pizza party & superbowl Sunday. 

 
ii. 2013 Season 

1. Registration update: Andrea noted that to date we only have 7 players 
registered and half of those were board member children. Andrea recommends 
extending through January& noted that she will send an email right away to let 
parents know that the date is extended to Jan 31, 2013. 

2. Fields update: Byron announced that Penn State is secured. Andrea 
reported that the girls request has been made to the school district request. 
Bryon will speak to Miscercordia and will give a donation of $500 which is the 
same as in the past. 

 
3 Team /coaching updates:  

a. Coaches; background check status etc. See above notes. 
Byron reported and he spoke to David G about potential coaching 
candidates for U9. Nina reached out to someone plays for YS. Nina said 
her husband Mike would help someone as an assistant noting that since 
he travels for work so he is unavailable to act as head coach. Byron noted 
that is good to have parents that are willing to help; it is helpful to be able 



 

 

to tell coaching candidates that there are parents willing to help. Byron 
planned to go talk to Brett and Anthony to see if they know anyone who 
may be willing. Candice noted that you don’t have to be super 
experienced. Byron noted that he would talk to the Scott Toman. Dwight 
and Byron will assist at U11. 
4. Equipment: Pat Kehoe presented a spreadsheet outlining his 

equipment inventory. Candice noted that she would like to mark all the loaner 
equipment as YSLC property. Pat Kehoe noted that he does not have 
possession of the time clock. Byron will make calls to determine where that 
equipment is; noting that he believes the clocks, table and score card are all 
together in one equipment game bag. Pat noted that we should have two 
complete kits. Pat noted that he could not find the banner. Pat Kehoe noted that 
for concessions we may need an easy up tent since the Kehoe’s lent their 
personal tent out for last 2 seasons. Luc noted that you can order a custom tent 
from BJs. Pat noted that we have a Laxwold account and asked if we are getting 
points for our club purchases. Andrea noted that she was not involved in setting 
that account up but that she thought it was set up by either Frank or Tim. Pat 
Kehoe asked if either Frank or Tim have equipment. Bryon noted that he need to 
request any helmets, team bags and binders from Frank and Tim. Candice 
offered to ask Frank for binders and bags. Byron noted that he will contact Tim to 
get binder. Pat Kehoe noted that he would like to move the equipment out of the 
Kehoe house. Candice noted that she grabbed boxes for equipment & offered to 
keep it in her car. Candice noted that it is important for us to have a collection of 
stuff in order to help out new kids that play. Byron noted that at some point in the 
early spring we need a few dads to help repaint the frames for nets. Pat Kehoe 
reported that Andrea’s cousin has offered to help fix the lacrosse nets. Pat asked 
if he wanted to be paid for that service and he said no. Pat told him to wait until 
he saw the work before deciding.  

5. High School /Mentor program with high school; no report at this time; 
Candice noted that she did speak to the coach and he is on board. 

 
d. Chair Reports 

i. Governance; no report; chair not present 
ii. Marketing and Development: Luc reported that he thought he would be able to 

do more before the meeting but work demands precluded it. Luc noted that he liked the 
Facebook group and asked where we are going; where we need to get people .Candice 
noted that we have permission to take flyers to the school. Luc reported that 
development wise he felt it was important for kids to have fun while practice. He 
recommends that we get something together such as a shoot around so others can see 
what all is about. He also suggested he would like to implement a- Player development 
of each player which would include a player evaluation- not a tryout – just an 
assessment to see where the kids are at both the beginning of the season & the end of 
the season. Luc explained that he felt this would help players know what they need to 
work on outside of practice or where extra help may be needed on the side and allows 
the club/coaches to assign someone to work with them. Andrea noted that the high 
school does that and might share their process and templates if asked. Candice 
suggested that mentor program could help with assessments and extra help on the side. 
Luc recommended that the club consider purchasing a $100; speed gun noting that kids 
love to see how fast they can shoot. He noted that everyone loves to shoot; this very 
popular game at the tournaments; & would have been helpful to have at the carnival at 
IR. Luc discussed some other games that are more creative than standard practice. Nina 



 

 

suggested when indoor starts let players bring a friend for free. Luc also discussed the 
development of a handbook for players similar to those given out by area travel teams. 
Candice noted that the high school sends stuff like that week every week; we may want 
to ask for permission to use that information. Candice asked if Luc had any examples 
that we could post on website. Luc noted that we could post video on the website. Luc 
noted that mentoring could be expanded to include current youth players using the 
example that a U13 player could help mentor a U9 player. Nina noted that it would be a 
big deal (well received) by the younger children. Candice noted that we could schedule 
some back to back practices for different levels to foster the idea. Luc will get together a 
list for the board.  

iii. YCLA Report; Candice reported that YCLA passed the motion regarding club 
meeting attendance: 3 missed meetings (unexcused)  in calendar yr.=; $ 100 fine- fail to 
pay fine- revocation of membership. Candice noted that some clubs reported attending 
that had not attended. Clubs did not know that they were not being represented 

1. Candice noted that there was a discussion on the U13/U15 format: 
treating them as Middle school team U15 is varsity, U13 would be JV –champion 
ship only at U15. U13 is like a JV team. 

2. There was a discussion on scheduling responses due to YCLA; 
projected numbers and field at our next meeting. Members also discussed 
festival style game scheduling etc. 

3. Lumberjacks May 4th; members discussed and agreed to play again. 
4. Coaches training; Feb 23rd from 9 am until 4 PM:  Level One is required 

for head coaches by YCLA bylaw. Training location: York Township Elementary. 
Level 2 on Feb 24th both same time and location. 

  
 
Candice reporting on research she has done regarding uniforms noting that Dustin Dohn is 
focusing more on apparel. Candice presented samples and explained all that Dustin can do 
designing. Andrea asked about pricing difference. Candice noted that they can do apparel as 
well. Members discussed and decided to build new uniforms into registration next year.. 
Candice will have him do design work for apparel this year. Candice noted that it would be fun 
for the players to help choose uniform designs.  
 
Candice reported that the Facebook page was started. We plan to put on the coaches’ bios. 
Candice asked all board members to go and like the page. Candice noted that it would be nice 
to have one rep from team- to be administrators. Candice asked Andrea to add the LIKE on 
facebook to the website. Andrea noted that we can have each team rep and coaches set up 
with team access to make edits to their team page of the website. Andrea will send an email as 
time permits with information on the web access. 
 
Next meeting date: Tuesday, January 8th; 7:30 PM 
Andrea told Byron she would attend coaches meeting to take minutes. Candice will attend as 
president. 
 
Candice; Motion to adjourn, 2nd Pat Kehoe 
 
 
 
 


